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Abstract – Recently, works on the development of equipment in the field of power electronics has been increasing day by day.
Inverter design is one of the outstanding issues in the field of power electronics. One of the most important of these studies has
been the multi-level inverter topology. Because of their working ability in high power and high efficiency in alternative energy
sources, multi-level inverters are preferred. Multilevel inverters have the advantages of lower harmonic on output voltage,
lower switching frequency and higher efficiency than conventional inverter designs. In this study, 11 level inverter design is
given. The parts forming the inverter structure, the switching method and working principle are explained. The method used to
calculate the switching angle and the resulting formulas are presented. Experimental studies were carried out in the Matlab
2017b simulation of multilevel inverter. The designed inverter produces low harmonic output voltage and reduces the dv / dt
stress stress on the switching elements. The obtained results can be used in real time applications.
Keywords – Power Electronics, Multi-level Inverter, Level Module, H Bridge, Inverter Design
filter must be used to reduce high switching frequency
components and to obtain sinusoidal output voltage in series.
To avoid these problems, multi-level inverters compete with
classic PWR inverters [4] - [6].
Depending on the developments in inverter technology, a
novel multilevel inverter structure and the switching method
to be used in this structure have been developed. The parts
constituting the inverter structure are introduced, and the
operation principle of inverter is given. Procedures for
increasing the number of voltage levels have been described.
With the developed method, the switching functions are
obtained according to the switching directions. Section 2
includes details of elements in cascade 11-level inverter
design and working principles. The experimental results of
the design performed in Section 3 are interpreted. Section 4 is
final section which contains conclusions and discussion.

I. INTRODUCTION
Inverters has become an indispensable element for many
industrial applications today. In control of various engine
types and power systems, inverters are widely used. There are
also more usage of inverters in systems where battery
systems, fuel cells, solar batteries, wind turbines or micro
turbines feed a load or network. Due to this reason, studies on
inverters are increasing and accordingly inverter technology
is rapidly developing. The main aim in all the studies is to
obtain the output voltage and load current with better quality
by keeping the number of switches at the minimum level. As
a result of the studies made for this purpose, many new
structures have been obtained and new switching techniques
have been developed on these structures. In multi-level
inverters, as the number of levels increases, the change in
output voltage is more similar to the sinus signal [1]. For this
reason, works in multilevel inverters design has been
increased to achieve high quality current and voltage signals.
In recent years, high power and low harmonic demand in
alternating current power supplies has been increasing
steadily. In the case where these sources feed a load or
network, it is desirable that the voltage waveform of the
inverter output voltage is very sinusoidal because the
harmonic levels are too low. [2,3] This can also be achieved
using multi-level inverter topologies. Multi-level inverter
topologies in the literature can be basically classified into
three groups called diode-clamped, flying-capacitor and
cascaded inverters. There are also cascaded transformers and
cascaded half H-bridge inverters in the literature.
Since multilevel inverters have gradual voltage levels, the
dv / dt voltage stress on the switching elements is low and the
output voltage is high. Low efficiency and electromagnetic
interference problems arise due to the high switching
frequency of the pulse width ratio (PWR) inverter and the
high dv / dt stress of these inverters. As a result, the output

II. MATERIALS AND METHOD
The principle diagram of the multi-level inverter prototype
shown in Fig. 1. The designed 11-level inverter is basically
composed of two modules. These are level modules and Hbridge module. A phase inverter used in design has a very
suitable structure to expand. By increasing the number of
level modules in the structure, the number of levels of output
voltage can be easily increased.
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Fig. 1. Inverter Structure

A. Level Module
The level module consists of 1 switching element and 1
direct current source. The voltage of the source in each level
module,

2(𝑘−1) . 𝑉𝑑

(1)

In this equation, k = 1,2,3 ... m. Also, m is the number of
level modules found in one-phase inverters and Vd is the
voltage of the first level [7].

𝑉𝑑 =

2.𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥
n𝑓𝑛 −1

Fig. 2. Level Module Implementation

B. H Bridge

(2)

The structure of the H-Bridge module is the same as that of
the conventional H-Bridge inverter. The H-bridge module is
the fixed part in the inverter system and as can be understood
from Figure 1, there is an H-bridge module in each phase.
The principle diagram of the H-bridge module is shown in
Fig. 3.

Where Vmax is the maximum value of the voltage change in
one phase and nfn is the number of levels of the phase-neutral
voltage [8]. Fig. 2 shows the principle diagram of the level
module.
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increase in the number of switching elements is less as the
number of levels increases.
There is a correlation between the number of level modules
and the number of switching elements and the number of
levels of output voltage. These relations are given in Eqs. (3)
and (4) [9].

n𝑓𝑛 = 2(𝑚+1) − 1

(3)

r1𝜑 = 2𝑚 + 4

(3)

nfn is the number of levels of phase-neutral voltage. r1φ
represents the number of switching elements of the 1-phase
inverter [10].

Fig. 3. H Bridge

III. RESULTS
The multilevel inverter structure in this work will be called
binary cascade because the source voltage values change in
multiples of two as in the binary number system. Thanks to
this structure, the number of auxiliary switching elements and
the resources can be increased to easily increase the number
of levels. Compared with classical multilevel inverters, the

Eleven level inverter designs have been realized for the
same switching frequency, modulation index, output
frequency and load values. The switching frequency was
chosen to be 20 kHz, L = 0.01 H and C = 2.10 -6 F. The
voltage graph of the eleven level inverter is given in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Simulation Result

With the added resources, the number of levels increases
exponentially. As the number of levels increases, the total
harmonic distortion decreases and it is seen in the
experimental results. The designed inverter significantly
reduces the dv / dt stress on the switching elements and
produces good output voltage.

The designed multi-level inverter prototypes were firstly
simulated. Then a series of experimental studies were carried
out by producing an inverter. Simulation and experimental
results of multi-level inverter are given in Figure 4.
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
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